Abstract. We introduce a simple geometrical two-dimensional continued fraction algorithm inspired from dynamical renormalization. We prove that the algorithm is weakly convergent, and that the associated transformation admits an ergodic absolutely continuous invariant probability measure. Following Lagarias, its Lyapunov exponents are related to the approximation exponents which measure the diophantine quality of the continued fraction. The Lyapunov exponents for our algorithm and related ones, also introduced in this article, are studied numerically.
Introduction
Most one-dimensional or multidimensional continued fraction algorithms, for example the Jacobi-Perron algorithm, can be given a simple geometrical de nition as follows. Fixing the dimension d 1, our aim is to obtain successive rational approximations of vectors in 0; 1] d . We view such a vector as the direction = ( 1 ; : : : ; d ; 1) of a half-line in the positive quadrant of R d+1 and the algorithm produces a sequence of unimodular bases (`1 j ;`2 j ; : : : ;`( d+1)j ) of the lattice Z d+1 such that the direction lies in the positive quadrant of all bases and the directions of the basis vectors converge to (an algorithm with this last property for all | sometimes only almost all | is called weakly convergent). The approximations for are given by the vectors (`1 j =`( d+1)j ; : : : ;`d j =`( d+1)j ). See e.g. Br2] for references about this geometrical description, and also B] or L] for other de nitions of convergence and a list of classical continued fraction algorithms.
Inspired by the renormalization techniques described in BRTT] for torus rotations, we introduce in this paper a simple two-dimensional continued fraction algorithm, called algorithm A, which has a rather natural geometric de nition. This algorithm can be viewed as a path in a tree of possible algorithms, and its weak convergence can be proved by a very economical application of nite-dimensional projective metrics. Other ergodic properties are obtained in a similar way, allowing us to apply a theorem of Lagarias L] on the existence of Lyapunov exponents for the algorithm and their relationship with the approximation exponents (see Section 2 for de nitions). A numerical study of this 1991 Mathematics Subject Classi cation. 11J70, 11K50, 28D05.
Typeset by A M S-T E X algorithm and of the ones corresponding to some other paths (including randomly chosen ones) in our tree indicates that they can be very favorably compared with commonly used methods such as the Jacobi-Perron algorithm. We also de ne (and obtain partial results on) adaptations of the algorithm to higher-dimensions.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give the geometrical and analytical de nitions of algorithm A, show how it can be viewed as a path in a tree of algorithms related to the renormalizations introduced in BRTT], and state our main result (Theorem 1). In Section 3, we show that our algorithm is (a little bit better than) weakly convergent (Lemma 2). In Section 4, we prove that the transformation associated with the algorithm admits an ergodic absolutely continuous invariant probability measure with good properties (Lemma 3) which yields Theorem 1 by using L] . Finally, we present our numerical results in Section 5. We are very grateful to E. Ghys and K. Khanin for useful conversations. V.B. is also specially thankful to S. Oli son Kamphorst and C. Tresser. This article was initiated during a visit of A.N. to E.N.S. Lyon and completed during visits of V.B. to U.F. Rio de Janeiro and I.M.P.A., and of A.N. to E.T.H. Z urich. The hospitality and nancial support of these institutions is gratefully acknowledged. V.B. is also thankful to the C.C.C.I. (France) and the Soci et e Acad emique de Gen eve (Switzerland) for nancial support.
Definition of the algorithms { Statement of the main result
We shall describe below in each dimension d 1 a tree of algorithms related to the renormalizations studied in BRTT]. We concentrate now on one speci c twodimensional algorithm (that we call algorithm A) which will occur as a particular path in the tree, and which turns out to be the easiest to study rigorously. As we shall see in the course of this article, some of our proofs apply to other paths, whereas we only have conjectures and/or numerical evidence in the general case.
2.1 Geometric and analytical description of the algorithm. Let = ( 1 ; 2 ) be the vector to be approximated (we may assume 0 < 1 2 1 + 1 ) and = ( 1 ; 2 ; 1) be the direction we wish to approach. Representing by the rst two coordinates ( ) = ( 1 ; 2 ) = ( 1 =( 1 + 2 + 1); 2 =( 1 + 2 + 1)) of the intersection of the ray , > 0, with the two-dimensional simplex = f(x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ) 2 R 3 + j x 1 + x 2 + x 3 = 1g, we observe that 0 < 1 2 1=2. (See Figure 1. ) We denote by = 2 = f( 1 ; 2 ; 3 ) 2 R 3 + j 1 + 2 + 3 = 1 ; 0 1 2 1=2g the subset of the simplex thus obtained. Writing points in the coordinates given by the basis e 1 ; e 2 ; e 3 constructed at the n ? 1-th step, the ray intersects each of the three two-dimensional planes P i = fx 2 R 3 j x i = 1g (i = 1; 2; 3) at a point j(i) for some 0 < 1 2 3 . Observe that if the three intersection points coincide, then we may (but will not) stop iterating the algorithm because our ray has positive integer coordinates in the current basis.
Let us rst assume that the three intersection points are distinct. Then the last intersection point p = 3 lies in the interior of a square f(u; v) j 0 u; v 1g of the lattice Z 2 of the corresponding hyperplane P i(3) . Dividing this square in four subsquares according to whether u 1=2 or u 1=2 and v 1=2 or v 1=2, and assuming rst that u(p) and v(p) are both di erent from 1=2, the point p lies in a well-de ned subsquare. (See Figure 2 .a.) We shall now de ne the new simplex 0 and the new basis e 0 1 , e 0 2 , e 0 3 . We will write ( 0 1 , 0 2 ) for the (e 0 j ) coordinates of the intersection of the ray and the new simplex 0 . We choose the three new basis elements by setting e 0 3 to be the common vertex of the square and the selected subsquare, and e 0 1 , e 0 2 two vertices joined to e 0 3 by an edge of the square, ordered in such a way as to guarantee the property 0 1 0 2 . Then 0 is the simplex generated by the e 0 i and we may de ne a subsimplex 0 0 containing p as above. (See Figure 2. b.) Observe that we could have used exactly the same procedure by choosing the second or rst intersected plane P i instead of the last one. If there is any ambiguity in the above choices ( 0 1 = 0 2 , or u(p) or v(p) equal to 1=2, or coincidence of intersection points of the ray and the hyperplanes) we may either use a prede ned rule or pick arbitrarily among the several possibilities: this will not in uence the discussion in the present work.
Clearly, by construction, the ray to be approximated lies in the positive quadrant of each basis and the property 0 1 2 1=2 is preserved. However, the property that 1 > 0 is not necessarily preserved. If at some iterate 1 = 0 but 2 > 0, the ray will only intersect the hyperplanes P 2 and P 3 . In this case we could (but will not) decide to switch to a one-dimensional continued fraction algorithm, instead, we will just continue applying algorithm A taking at each step the last (i.e. second) intersected hyperplane (note that the property 1 = 0 will remain true for further iterations). If at some step 1 = 2 = 0 then the ray only intersects the hyperplane P 3 . We could then decide to stop iterating our algorithm (the continued fraction having been completely obtained) but will instead continue iterating using the only available hyperplane. We shall call the cases where 1 = 0 degenerate.
We now turn to the analytic description of the algorithm A. We describe the algorithm with an auxiliary map T : ! and partial quotient matrix A : ! GL(3; Z) (both de ned Lebesgue almost everywhere), associating to 2 a sequence of matrices in GL(3; Z) by setting L (0) Id and
The three columns (`1 j ;`2 j ;`3 j ) 2 Z 3 , j = 1; 2; 3 of the matrix L (n) ( ) are the elements of the n-th basis and the three rational vectors (`1 j =`3 j ;`2 j =`3 j ), j = 1; 2; 3 are the successive approximations of ( 1 ; 2 ) if = ( (2.6)
In the cases left unde ned in (2.6), the matrix A takes one of the following forms (up to exchanging the rst two columns):
The maps T and A corresponding to the last intersection with P 2 or P 3 are similar. More precisely, one just needs to exchange 2 and 1 in (2.3{2.6) to get the formula for the intersection with P 2 (this case only occurs on the zero-measure set de ned by 1 = 2 ), and one should take when considering the intersection with P 3 (again, k 1 and j 1 except in the degenerate cases).
Note that the formulas for T and A that we would obtain by considering the rst (respectively the second) intersected hyperplane instead of the last one would be exactly the same: the only di erence is that k and/or j in the expressions for A( 1 ; 2 ) would vanish even in non degenerate cases.
Observe also that the geometrical description of algorithm A implies that it is of the linear simplex-splitting type (see e.g. L]), i.e., the matrix e The relevance of Oseledec's theorem in the study of these approximation algorithms was rst pointed out by Kosygin ( K] ) and then applied by several authors (in particular Ba1, Ba2] , L], and Br2] who gives a clear overview).
Referring the reader e.g. to Section 3 in L] for a statement of Oseledec's theorem and a de nition of the Lyapunov exponents i , we now state our main theoretical result:
Theorem 1 (Approximation exponents and Lyapunov exponents). Let A be the two-dimensional continued fraction algorithm de ned by the maps T and A in Section 2.1. There is a unique absolutely continuous T-invariant probability measure on 2 . This measure is ergodic and Oseledec's theorem holds for (T; A; ), yielding Lyapunov exponents 1 > 2 3 . The maximal exponent 1 is strictly positive and the corresponding space has dimension one. (2.14)
The numerical experiments described in Section 5 seem to indicate that 1 (A) Recall also that an algorithm described by matrices L (n) is called strongly convergent if all vectors given by the columns of L (n) ( ( )) become arbitrarily close to the ray as n ! 1. The strong convergence of algorithm A (maybe only for a set of values of Lebesgue measure one) is an open problem.
Lemma 3 (Absolutely continuous ergodic probability for T). The auxiliary map T : ! associated with algorithm A admits an ergodic absolutely continuous invariant probability measure with a continuous density which is bounded away from zero.
The proof of Lemma 3 uses results of Mayer M] (which yield in fact stronger properties for , in particular mixing) and is an application of transfer operator techniques for locally expanding maps, using an in nite-dimensional version of the projective methods applied in the proof of Lemma 2.
2.3 Generalizations and variants: a tree of algorithms.
Before we mention higher-dimensional generalizations, we would like to point out that instead of assuming that i 1=2 and considering partitions of the squares into four subsquares, it would also be possible to consider the full simplex of points 0 1 2 1 and divide the squares into two simplices along the anti-diagonal. The numerical experiments described in Section 5 (cf. : : : ; 1=2) | will never be covered.) One way out is to perform a basis change as described in Remark 2.1 of BRTT]: this corresponds to selecting a subdivision of the d-dimensional cube into simplices whose vertices are vertices of the cube, and then choosing the new basis by taking vectors whose endpoints are given by the vertices of the simplex containing the intersection point of our ray with the hyperplane. We call this the modi cation of the rst type and note that it yields again a Markovian linear simplex-splitting algorithm (see Figure 3 ). Another solution, described in Remark 2.5 of BRTT], is to consider, for each hyperplane P i , the rst intersection of the positive ray which does belong to a suitable simplex (such an intersection always exist by Kronecker's theorem). This algorithm (which we will say is obtained by a modi cation of the second type) does not seem to be very tractable analytically, and has the annoying property that the corresponding matrices in general do not have determinant equal to one.
Observe nally that for both types of modi cation, one may (or may not) decide to use the subcube selection algorithm. We now explain how algorithm A can be viewed as a path in a d + 1-ary tree of algorithms in any dimension d. Recall that a generic ray intersects the d+1 hyperplanes successively in d+1 distinct points (where we use perhaps the modi cation of the second type of the notion of rst intersection with a hyperplane) and that we choose to construct the n-th approximation basis by considering the last such intersection. At each step of the algorithm, we could have used some other selection rule to choose among the d + 1 hyperplanes. (This idea is similar, but not identical, to the branching algorithm studied by Pipping, see B] for references.) In this paper, we restrict ourselves to Markovian choices, namely we use a selection process (which may depend on the current value of the point in d ) which is the same at each iteration (i.e., does not depend on the \past"). We will also consider (Markovian) random algorithms, where we establish a list of N selection rules and choose at each iteration the rule to apply using a probability vector p i > 0, with
Note that the one-dimensional reduction of our algorithm A is essentially the classical Gauss (division) continued fraction algorithm, whereas the one-dimensional path corresponding to choosing the rst intersection at each step would be related to the Farey (subtraction) algorithm.
Observe also that in dimension d = 2, the algorithm corresponding to selecting the rst intersected hyperplane is similar, but not at all identical with the Poincar e algorithm described e.g. in N] . Indeed, the Poincar e algorithm always uses the same partition of the two-dimensional cube into six simplices. This leads to convergence problems and undesirable ergodic properties thoroughly analysed in N]. The numerical results in Section 5 indicate that our simplex selection procedure (see Figure 2 ) suppresses this di culty.
Renormalization.
It remains to discuss the relationship between the tree of algorithms described above and the higher-dimensional renormalizations introduced in BRTT]. The renormalizations there simply correspond to the map T( 1 ; 2 ) described in (2.3-2.4, 2.8). More precisely, BRTT] associated to a torus rotation of angle ( 1 ; 2 ) a partition of the torus in subdomains on which the rst return map was again a torus rotation. The precise claim is that the choice of a subdomain there corresponds to the choice of a hyperplane P i here, and the new rotation angle is given by the associated map T( 1 ; 2 ).
This analogy also holds in higher dimensions. Since BRTT] were not concerned by approximations, and in particular did not need to preserve the property that the original vector lied in the positive quadrant of each basis, the fact that the d-dimensional simplices described above do not cover the d-dimensional cube when d 3 was not as problematic there as it is here.
We refer to KO] for a discussion of a related continued fractions algorithm also connected with dynamical renormalization.
3. Proof of the semi-weak convergence of algorithm A
In this section, we use projective metric techniques in nite dimension to show Lemma 2 for Algorithm A. We also explain how to adapt the argument to make it work for some variants of algorithm A described in Section 2.
The version of the projective results for linear transformations of positive cones that we shall use may be found in F]. We rst recall that the projective distance ?(x; y) = (In other words, (A) = inf x;y2V d+1 ?(Ax; Ay).) We shall consider the projective space P = P V obtained by identifying two points x; y 2 V such that x = y for some > 0 (we then write x y), denoting x 2 P for the equivalence class of x 2 V . Lemma 4 (Projective metrics F, Lemmas 15.1, 15.2]).
(1) The function D V ( x; y) = ? log ?(x; y) where x and y are arbitrary representatives of x; y 2 P is a metric on P V . Therefore, since t ? s log t ? log s for any 0 < s t 1, we have
(3.6)
We now prove Lemma 2 from Section 2: Proof of Lemma 2. The basic remark is that, except in the degenerate cases, all matrices A( 1 ; 2 ) appearing in algorithm A have a projective bound satisfying (A( 1 ; 2 )) 1=4 :
(3.7) (The degenerate cases, which only concern a set of Lebesgue measure zero of values of , may be dealt with by hand.) Indeed, it is obvious from the de nitions that (A( 1 ; 2 )) = j j + 1 k k + 1 1 4 : (3.8)
(We used that k 1 and j 1.) Corollary 5 thus implies that the transformation induced by each A( 1 ; 2 ) is a contraction by a factor 3=5. Therefore, writing e 1 , e 2 , e 3 for the standard basis in R 3 , and using u to denote also the representative of u 2 V in d , we get by applying Corollary 5 and Lemma 6 that for any n 1, and 1 p 2 max
2 (3=5) n?1 max 1 i<j 3 ; 2 2 D(A( )e i ; A( )e j ) 1 2 (3=5) n?1 : (3.9) (We have used that the ray is always in the positive quadrant of the basis L (n) ( )(e i ), i = 1; 2; 3, and also the fact that the maximum distance between any vertex of a simplex and an interior point of the simplex is bounded by the maximum distance between two vertices.) Remark 3.1. Exactly the same arguments as those used in the proof of Lemma 2 show that this lemma holds for the higher dimensional version of algorithm A obtained by the modi cations of the rst and second type. In particular, these algorithms have the semi-weak convergence property. (Indeed, the corresponding matrices for nondegenerate points are all projectively bounded by 1=4 in any dimension.) Remark 3.2. In dimension d = 2 or higher, one may consider other paths in the tree of algorithm described in Section 2. Since the cases k = 0 and/or j = 0 can then occur, it is necessary to work with a cone strictly larger than the positive quadrant V d+1 (and use the corresponding generalizations of ?, , and Lemmas 3 and 4 which are to be found in Lemma 15.1, 15.2 of F]) in order to get strictly positive projective bounds (A) for the matrices A which appear. We now explain what can be done.
In dimension d = 2, we have veri ed by constructing explicitly such suitable cones that for any the transformations induced by the matrices A are strict contractions with a uniform coe cient (A) > 0, for all paths (i.e. selection rules) which avoid the choice \intersection with P 3 " whenever this intersection is the rst one on our ray. Let us call this choice the least e cient one. Therefore all selection rules which can be proved to avoid the least e cient choice in nitely many often (for all or almost all ) yield a weakly convergent algorithm, whereas all paths which avoid this choice for a given (uniform) proportion of iterations (for all or almost all ) yield a semi-weakly convergent algorithm. In particular, any random path which chooses the rst intersected plane with probability strictly below 1 or which avoids the intersection with P 3 with probability 1 will be semi-weakly convergent. (A random path is called semi-weakly convergent if (2.15) for the random approximation (w (n) j ) ! associated to a given sequence of selection rules (! 0 ; ! 1 ; : : :) holds with probability 1.)
We conjecture (see the experimental evidence presented in Section 5) that any deterministic or random Markov path in the tree of two-dimensional algorithms is semiweakly convergent (for almost each vector ).
We also expect the (almost everywhere) semi-weak convergence to hold in any dimension d 3 for both modi cations of our tree of algorithms.
Ergodic properties and Lyapunov exponents
The main goal of this section is to prove Lemma 3 for the map T arising in the two-dimensional algorithm A. Using also Lemma 2 which was proved in the previous section, we shall then apply the result from L] on Lyapunov exponents. As in Section 3, we also mention several more or less straightforward generalizations to other paths in dimensions two and higher.
We shall use the following result of Mayer: i (z) 6 = 0 and P i2I jdet 0 i (z)j < 1. (2) The set Per (T) = fx 2 I d j 9 n ; T n x = xg is dense in I d .
Then there is a T-invariant absolutely continuous probability measure with an analytic density f. The measure is ergodic (in fact, mixing) for T and has full support.
Mayer in fact proves much more in M] and requires weaker assumptions, in particular, he applies his result to the Jacobi-Perron algorithm (see also Br1]).
Proof of Lemma 3. One may obviously replace I d by a simplex of the form d = fx 2 R d j 0 x 1 x 2 : : : x d 1=2g in the statement of Theorem 7. Therefore, we only need to verify that assumptions (1-2) in that theorem are satis ed by our map T : 2 ! 2 .
Clearly, there is a countable partition of 2 into open two-dimensional simplices O i , for i 2 I f(j; k;`; m) j j 1 ; k 1 ; 1 ` 3 ; 1 m 4g with the property that T maps O i bijectively to the interior of 2 . (The index`corresponds to the number of the last intersected hyperplane, m tells us which subsquare is selected, and k and j are as in (2.5, 2.9). Note that the degenerate cases correspond to an edge of 2 and may thus be neglected.) Also, it follows from the formulas in Section 2 that T and its local inverses i are projective transformations. In particular, the i are analytic maps on 2 which admit a holomorphic extension to the entire complex plane. The key remark now is that the map i associated to a quadruple i = (j; k; l; m) is nothing but the projective map induced by the corresponding matrix A. To check that these two maps coincide, observe that it su ces to verify that they send the vertices of the simplex 2 to the same three points by projectivity. (Note that this is the linear simplex-splitting property.) Since these matrices are uniformly projectively bounded by (3.7), it will not be di cult to see that there is a domain as in assumption (1) by applying Corollary 5.
Indeed, we only need to show that the euclidean or D 1 metric on 2 is equivalent to a suitable projective metric. We may use Lemma 6 to bound the metric on the simplex by the projective metric D V . However, since the projective metric D V diverges on the boundary of the positive cone V it cannot be controlled by a bounded metric such as D 1 . To obtain the reverse bound, we thus need to nd a strictly larger cone V V 0 with the property that the associated projective bound V 0 (A) is bounded away from zero for all matrices A appearing in our algorithm. (We are using here the projective distance ? W (x; y) between two vectors x; y in a cone W, given by ? W (x; y) = K W (x; y)K W (y; x) where K W (x; y) = supf 2 R j x ? y 2 Wg, to de ne the projective bound W (A) of a matrix A such that that AW W by setting W (A) = inf x;y2W ? W (Ax; Ay).) We then wish to apply the general version of Lemma 4 (Lemmas 15.1, 15.2 from F]). To prove that a cone V 0 with the above property exists, we rst use the fact that ? W (r; s) ? V (r; s) for any r; s 2 V W (in particular r = Ax and s = Ay with x; y 2 V ), and then apply continuity in r; s of ? W (r; s). Since the restriction to V of the projective distance on V 0 (or any cone W whose interior contains the closure of V : just note that the continuous function ? W (x; y) does not vanish on the boundary of V ) is bounded above by a constant multiple of the distance D 1 on 2 , we get the desired reverse bound. (Note that the bound from Lemma 6 still holds for V 0 .)
To check the summability condition on the determinants we need to quantify the contraction rate for areas. One way to do this is to note that the inverse branch j;k;l;m ( 1 ; 2 ) = ( 0 1 ; 0 2 ) has the following form when`= 1 (i.e., when the last intersection is with P 1 ) and m = 1 (i.e., we are in the subsquare which does not require any change of coordinates) for`= 1 or`= 3, all j, k, 1 , and 2 . By symmetry, (4.3) also holds for`= 2, and since the additional changes of coordinates associated with the cases m = 2; 3; 4 are isometries (they are suitable compositions of the maps (x; y) 7 ! (y; x) and (x; y) 7 ! (1 ? x; y)), the same bound holds also there. The condition sup 1 ; 2 P j;k;l;m j det 0 j;k;l;m ( 1 ; 2 )j < 1 then follows from (4.3). It remains to prove that periodic points of T are dense in 2 . But this is an obvious consequence of the fact that each injective branch of T uniformly expands a simplex to the full domain of de nition 2 so that each branch of T n expands a simplex of exponentially shrinking diameter to 2 (then apply the Brouwer xed point theorem to T n ). Proof of Theorem 1. In order to apply Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 in L] we only need to check that properties (H1)-(H5) from L, Section 4] are satis ed. (Note that the formulation there uses maps on the unit square but that one may again translate this into our simplicial setting in a straightforward manner.)
Property (H1) says that T must have an ergodic absolutely continuous invariant measure d with support a T-invariant Borel subset of positive Lebesgue measure. This is clearly a consequence of our Lemma 3. Since is in our case the full simplex 2 , property (H2) in L] reduces to the requirement that T is piecewise continuous with almost everywhere nonvanishing Jacobian, and this is true too. Property (H3) is the semi-weak convergence of the algorithm which we proved in Lemma 2, and (H5) is a \partial quotient mixing" assumption which trivially holds in our case because all of our matrices are strictly positive.
It remains to check the boundedness condition (H4) which reads E log(maxkAk; 1) = Z log(max(1; kA( 1 ; 2 )k) d ( 1 ; 2 ) < 1 : (4.4)
Since has a continuous density we may replace it by Lebesgue measure in (4.3). To obtain the bound, we may use any matrix norm for example the l 1 norm for which we have kA( 1 ; 2 )k 1 max(j( 1 ; 2 ); k( 1 ; 2 )) + 1 :
(4.5) It is easy to check that the sets (corresponding to \last intersection with P 1 ") R 1 where C is some uniform constant. We obtain the same bounds for the sets R 2 k 0 , S 2 j 0 , R 3 k 0 , S 3 j 0 associated with the intersection with P 2 or P 3 (recall (2.8)). Therefore, using (4.5), we nd E log(max kAk; 1) In dimension d = 2, we may use Remark 3.2 to adapt the proofs of Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 for all paths in the tree which avoid the least e cient choice in nitely often (at least for almost all ) and which have the partial quotient mixing property (H5).
It is also possible, although more cumbersome, to consider random paths. We sketch now how this can be done. The version of Lemma 3 relevant in the random case involves the invariant measure for the Markov chain associated to the random map. (See K1, K2] for general information on random dynamical systems and their ergodic properties.) The de nitions (2.12)-(2.13) can be modi ed to de ne random approximation exponents by taking the essential supremum (respectively in mum) over all random sequences of choices (! 0 ; ! 1 ; : : :). Using the standard notion of Lyapunov exponents for random dynamical systems (see e.g. ACE]), the results and arguments of Lagarias may be adapted to the random case in a straightforward manner. In particular (2.14) would have the same form where the Lyapunov exponents are replaced by the almost everywhere constant value of the random Lyapunov exponents. The nal result is that the random analogue of Theorem 1 holds for any random path which chooses the rst intersected plane with probability strictly below 1, or which avoids the intersection with P 3 with strictly positive probability whenever the partial mixing condition (H5) from L] holds.
We conjecture (see also the numerical data in the next section) that any deterministic or random Markov path in the tree of two-dimensional algorithms satis es the (if necessary, randomized) conclusions of Lemma 3 and Theorem 1.
We also expect similar results to hold in any higher dimension d 3 for both modications of our tree of algorithms.
Numerical results
In this section, we present our numerical study of the Lyapunov exponents of algorithm A and three other two-dimensional algorithms constructed from our tree ( Table 1) .
We include also the numerical results for the Jacobi-Perron and ordered Jacobi-Perron algorithms (they are consistent with Baldwin's results from Ba2]), and we reproduce Baldwin's results on his GFCP algorithm for comparison. (See Broise Br2] for rigorous results on the Lyapunov exponents of the Jacobi-Perron algorithm.) In Table 2 we present the data obtained by using the variant of algorithm A and the three other algorithms when the subsquare selection is replaced by a triangular selection process as described in the rst paragraph of Section 2.3.
The three other two-dimensional algorithms correspond respectively to the choice of the second intersected hyperplane (algorithm B), the rst intersected hyperplane (algorithm C) and a random algorithm where we choose the j th intersected hyperplane with probability 1=3 for 1 j 3 at each step (algorithm R). Although we have written the proofs in detail only for algorithm A, Remarks 3.1{3.2, and 4.1{4.2 can be used to show that Theorem 1 also applies to algorithms B and R. The case of algorithm C is not at all clear from a mathematical point of view, but the numerical behaviour is quite satisfactory. Before discussing the values of the exponents in Table 1 , we brie y explain how our programs work. (They have been written in the C language, using double precision, any request for the source code should be sent to the rst named author.)
We start from some \arbitrary" vector ( 1 ; 2 ), initialize Q to be the 3 3 identity matrix, and`to be the vector (0; 0; 0), and repeat a great number of times (one million iterates) the following procedure (inspired from the proof in JPS] and suggested to us by S. Oli son Kamphorst): -let A be the matrix associated to ( 1 ; 2 ) by the algorithm; -let ( 1 ; 2 ) := T( 1 ; 2 ); -let B := AQ; -decompose B as B = QR where Q is unitary and R upper-triangular; -let`(i) =`(i) + log R(i; i) for 1 i 3.
At the end of the process,`(i) divided by the number of iterations contains an approximation to the i th Lyapunov exponent.
Recall that 1 > 0 controls the exponential growth of denominators in the approximations (see L, (4.22)]) and that ?( 1 ? 2 ) < 0 controls the exponential decay of k ?w (n) i ( )k (see L, (4.18), last formula of p. 317]). A high value for 1 ? 2 seems therefore to be a desirable feature. Another goal is that the uniform approximation exponent c (A) = 1 ? 2 = 1 1:5 be as close as possible to 1:5. Keeping this in mind, we see that algorithm A compares very favorably to both versions of the JacobiPerron algorithm and to the GCFP algorithm of Baldwin in terms of control of the rate of convergence of k ?w (n) i ( )k. It is slightly better than the ordered Jacobi-Perron algorithm and slightly worse than the classical Jacobi-Perron algorithm as far as the uniform approximation exponent c is considered. The GCFP algorithm produces a better convergence exponent than algorithm A.
Considering now the other variants, we see that the best uniform approximation exponent of all algorithms (including the GCFP one) is obtained by algorithm B ( Table 2 shows that, although the process which cuts the squares along the antidiagonal (see Section 2.3) gives a very high value of 1 (and thus 1 ? 2 ) for the modi cation A 0 of algorithm A, the approximation exponents are on the whole not as good as those of the algorithms in 
